In any secure multicasting environment, group management becomes an important aspect for achieving privacy and integrity of the multicast session. In this paper, group management strategy has been proposed to address thls objective. The multicast group has been divided into subgroups or hash families, each subgroup contains the nodes that maps to the same hash key that is calculated by a hash function. A 'clue' has been added to facilitate the joidleave mechanism for members in the group.
Introduction
Multicasting poses several problems that do not come up in securing unicast data transfers L21: a-Multicast addresses are not private which enables any interested host to join the multicast session without any hindrance.
b-Multicast data is transmitted over many channels of the network which presents multiple opportunities for attacks such as eavesdropping.
c-Any host in the Internet can send irrelevant data to the multicast group, which may cause congestion.
d-The universal knowledge of multicast addresses also allow any host to pose as a member of the group, thereby allowing it to gain access to the multicast data.
e-Finally, adversaries can possibly disrupt the multicast protocol itself by posing as a legitimate member of the group.
In the paper, a mechanism for joining, leaving and sending data to a multicast group will be described. Software has been developed according to this mechanism to simulate different group sizes
Dynamic addition and deletion of Multicast group members
In this paper, a hash function has been implemented to calculate the hash key from the node identity:
Where: The multicast group has been divided into several subgroups, the members of each subgroup are arranged in a chain structure. The members of each family has been linked by the 'clue', this will decrease the delay when searching for any member willing to join or leave its group.
The initiator or the User Mobility Agent (UMA) assists in hash key creation. It also assists in building of the hash families from the multicast group members [4] .
Every time there is a change in the group membership, the UMA recreates the hash key using equation (1) 
Simultion Program
A software has been developed based on the algorithms described in (2 and 3). This software assists in:
a. Initiating the hash table.
b. Calculating the value of the hash key from the node's identity.
c. Building the hash families from the members that joins the multicast groups using the hash key.
d. Updating the hash families when a member joins or leaves the multicast group.
e. Managing group membership within the multicast group.
Results and Discussions:
The software described in (4) has been implemented t o simulate d ifferent sizes o f hash tables (101,211,307, and 1007) and calculate the time delay taken by the members when joining or leaving their groups.
The simulation results shows the effect of increasing the hash The requirement and architecture of Mobile-IF'v6 are essentially the same as those of Mobile IF'v4. Stations must be able to keep communicating using their home address even if they are moving, and to do so will -have to enlist the services of home agents. They will have to communicate their care-of address to the home agent through appropriate registration messages. The implementation, however, differs in many respects:
The discovery mechanism is performed naturally through the IPv6 neighbor discovery and address configuration mechanism. The use of security enables the mobile nodes to notify their COA not only to the home agent, but also to the correspondent nodes.
The use of the source routing header allows for efficient encapsulation.
The actual design of Mobile-IPv6 is still a work in progress.
The area of mobile IF' multicasting is relatively new and there is not a widely accepted method for multicasting in such environment. In this paper, a security model has been developed that can be used to provide a secure multicasting service. In particular, various phases of a node have been considered joining, initiating, and leaving a multicast group. The efficiency of the algorithm is shown by various simulation results.
From the simulation, we conclude that if multicast were to become more popular, our proposed solution will provide a more powerful and flexible control for managing multicast groups securely.
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